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WINDOWS SHORTCUT COMMAND 

1. WINDOW + R= To use for run dialogue box 

2. WINDOW + L= To use for pc lock 

3. WINDOW + TAB= To use for go to next window by cycling  

4. WINDOW + D= To use for minimize and maximize window 

5. WINDOW+F5 OR F5 = To use for refresh 

6. WINDOW + ARROW KEY= To use for open the side by side window 

7. WINDOW+ += To use for increase the magnifier 

8. WINDOW+ - = To use for decrease the magnifier 

9. WINDOW+1,2,3,4= To use for open the any application given below the taskbar etc. 

10. F2 = To use for rename any folder and file  

11. SHIFT + DELETE = To use for permanently delete the any foldr and file 
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MS WORD 2016 A TO Z SHORT COMMAND  

CTRL +A= To use for select to all page and open all document 

CTRL +B= To use for bold selected text and line or paragraph 

CTRL +C= To use for copy selected line and paragraph or page 

CTRL +D= To use for font formatting our current page 

CTRL +E= To use for center alignment 

CTRL +F= To use for find any text in the document 

CTLR +G= To use for goto line and page or heading 

CTRL +H= To use for replace any specific word 

CTRL +I= To use for italic the selected text 

CTRL +J= To use for justify document 

CTRL +K= To use for hyperlink 

Ctrl +l= To use for left alignment 

CTRL +M= To use for indent 

CTRL +N= To use open the new page 
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CTRL +O= To use for the open the save file 

CTLR +P= To use for take a print in our document 

CTRL+Q= To use reset indent 

CTLR + R= To use for right alignment 

CTRL + S= To use for save the new document 

CTLR + T= To use for tag except the first line 

CTRL + U= To use gives the under line selected line And text 

CTRL +V= To use for paste the copy line and paragraph 

CTRL +W= To use for close the current document 

CTRL +X= To use for selected line cut 

CTRL +Y= To use for redo /repeat 

CTRL +Z= To use undo /back 
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ADVANCE SHORT COMMAND WITH CTRL 

1) CTRL+F1= To use for hide and show the ribbon bar 

2) CTRL+F2= To use for print preview 

3) ESC = To use for back  

4) CTRL+F4= To use for close the current document not of close  the all window 

5) CTRL +ESC= To use for open the start menu button 

6) CTRL+F9= To use for insert formula 

7) CTR+F12= To use for open the save file 

8) F12= To use for saveas the save document to another name 

9) CTRL + ENTER KEY= To use for insert next page  

10) CTRL+1= To use for space 1.0 

11) CTRL+2= To use for space 2.0 

12) CTRL+5= To use for space 1.5 

13) CTRL+=  To use for subscript 

14) CTRL + SHIFT+= To use superscript 

15) CTRL+[,]= To use for increase and decrease the font size 

16) CTRL+<,>= To use for increase and decrease the font size 

17) ALT + SHIFT + T= To use for insert the current time 

18) ALT + SHIFT + D= To use for insert the current date 
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19) CTRL+SHIFT+F12= To use print preview 

20) CTRL + MOUSE SCROLLING= To zoom document 

21) +--+--+---+--------+-----------+-------------+= To use for insert table 

22) ---= To use for gives the underline  

23) ***= To use for gives the underline dot 

24) === To use for gives the under line 

25) ###= To use for gives the double underline 

26) ~~~= Tt use for gives the under 

27) TAB= To use for spacing 

28) =RAND() 

29) BACKSPACE, DELETE , ENTER DIFFERENCE ARE THREE KEY  
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USING ALT SHORT CUT COMMAND  

1. ALT+1= To use for save the new open document 

2. ATL+2+ To use for show  the all used recent command  and font any other use  the style in 

current document. 

3. ALT+3 = To use for paste the current line  

4. ALT= To use for active the menu tab button 

5. ALT + TAB=  To use for goto the next working window 

6. ALT + SHIFT= To use for   active the hindi font and english font if you install the our 

system 

7. ALT+= To use for insert the mathematical equation  




